2019 Boys Tennis Federation Championship Results

June 8, 2019
USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis Center
Format: Round Robin

Singles-
Round One:

Alexander Nielsen (NYSAISAA-Collegiate School)
def.
Eric Dubilirer
(PSAL-B. Cardozo)
6-4, 1-6, 6-3

Round Two:

Ryan Fishback
(NYSPHSAA-Geneva)
def.
Alexander Nielsen
(NYSAISAA-Collegiate School)
6-3, 6-2

Round Three:

Ryan Fishback
(NYSPHSAA-Geneva)
def.
Eric Dubilirer
(PSAL-B. Cardozo)
6-0, 6-0
Result:
1st Place-
Ryan Fishback
(NYSPHSAA-Geneva)

2nd Place-
Alexander Nielsen
(NYSAISAA-Collegiate School)

Doubles-

Round One:

Christopher Tham/
Kai Yuminaga
(PSAL-B. Cardozo)
def.
Alan Tu/
Brady Thyroff
(NYSPHSAA-Pittsford Sutherland)
6-1, 6-1

Round Two:

Christopher Tham/
Kai Yuminaga
(PSAL-B. Cardozo)
def.
Zach Targoff/
David Hendon
(NYSAISAA-Trinity School)
7-5, 6-3

Round Three:

Alan Tu/
Brady Thyroff
(NYSPHSAA-Pittsford Sutherland)
def.
Zach Targoff/
David Hendon
(NYSAISAA-Trinity School)
6-2, 6-4

Result:
1st Place-
Christopher Tham/
Kai Yuminaga
(PSAL-B. Cardozo)

2nd Place-
Alan Tu/
Brady Thyroff
(NYSPHSAA-Pittsford Sutherland)